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P R E F A C E 

 
This is the second year of the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty partnership 
with Poetry School on the Ginkgo Prize. Again, the variety, scope and quality  
of the poems entered in the Best Poem of Landscape category has delighted us. 

The past year has brought new governmental environmental schemes, 
commitments, programmes and targets which promise to tackle climate  
change and redress the declines in nature we have seen over the past decades.  
The environment has been at the forefront of the thoughts of more people  
than ever and there is real hope of a sea change. 

Our partnership with Poetry School places a different lens on our view  
of landscape. A welcome change of perspective, reminding us that it is only  
through the perceptions and gaze of people that landform is transformed  
into landscape. 

The shortlisted poems that follow give space to stand back, breathe,  
and remember. Landscape is the essence of the relationship between people  
and place, and poetry is a means through which this relationship is given  
a voice. These poems are not an observation of landscape – they create  
landscape, layered with our experiences and the meanings we find in the  
places around us. We celebrate all that people find special in this anthology  
and long may different voices give a different voice to all which surrounds us. 

– John Watkins, Chief Executive
National Association for Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty

T H E  G I N K G O  P R I Z E  A N D  
T H E  A O N B  B E S T  P O E M  O F  L A N D S C A P E 

The Ginkgo Prize is a major international award for ecopoetry, funded by the Edward 
Goldsmith Foundation and organised by the Poetry School. The award, initially 
called the Resurgence Prize, was first presented in 2015. It has been run by the Poetry 
School since 2017 and was relaunched as the Ginkgo Prize in 2018. The Poetry School 
is a national arts organisation providing inspiring tuition and opportunities for poets 
and poetry audiences. It was founded in 1997 by poets Mimi Khalvati, Jane Duran 
and Pascale Petit. Since its earliest days, its courses and activities have encouraged 
poets and poetry to flourish.

An Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is an area of landscape designated for 
its distinctive character and natural beauty in the national interest. Through the 
National Association for Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the UK’s 46 AONBs 
partner with the Poetry School to award the ‘AONB Best Poem of Landscape’ as  
part of the Ginkgo Prize.
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Avon in Summer Rain

Swimming like falling
backwards
with arms thrown
into plush cushions
over and over.
Floating
through an asteroid belt
of bubbles twinkling among blossom
in the crisp-packet static
fizz & slow velcro
unsticking of the rain -
each white needle turns once
and throws up a plume.

And the green river
between the green banks
flecked with a foam of hogweed
holds me against the sky
slides over my throat like silk
and bears me as if unconscious
into shaded pools
under trees full of birds.

8 9 1st Prize – Ross Styants
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The path here is overgrown
winding through industrial estates
past shipping-crate monoliths
and the rusting hulls
of sheet-iron warehouses
gravel pits
and the hedgerow tangle
of the junkyard

into the sheep-fields
where they graze
in the shadow
of castle ruins
where weeds grow
through cracks
in Tudor stone

and from the dark earth
of the ploughed fields
a skein of lapwings
rise like smoke

out to the salt-marsh
where the rain-speckled breeze
stirs the reed-beds
and under the sun’s watery light
the plovers pick insects
from the sands

and there to the sea
over the mudflats
and tidal pools

The Ternery Pool

12 13 Highly Commended – Lizzie Lee



and I do not understand
how a landscape shaped by human hands
could feel so wild
how these blank white skies
and shifting reeds
contain so many lives
how the ugliness
makes it so glorious

but in this moment
everything is perfect
the wind in the sea-grass
the salt-dank air
and the arc of a tern
hanging starlike
in the cold grey sky

seaweed rotting on the shoreline
tangled with fishing nets
and the rubbish
from a thousand other lands

I shelter in a birdwatching hide
amongst the scent
of damp wood and saltwater
and listen to tiny sounds
the calls of the birds
the distant crunch
of rocks underfoot
and the twin breaths
of waves and wind

framed by these windows
all is pearlescence
these glimmering skies
the sea-damp shingle
the wet bark
of the wind-stunted hawthorns
the crystalline shimmer
of the marshlands
and the rain-slicked feathers
of a curlew’s wing

and I do not understand
how this path
constellated with sheep-dung and pot-holes
cigarette ends chucked over
the fence from the builders’ yard
leads to a peace
unlike any other

14 15 Highly Commended – Lizzie Lee
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Eryri

Lilting mists and moss of centuries
where the mountains tail off into the sea,
tangs the salted air of west-facing valleys,
their refuge sequestered deep in Cwm Pennant.

In the call of a cuckoo and bluebell mist
it is here where Eryri gives up its secrets—
tracks under bracken, bee-swarmed heather,
the restlessness of a flood-driven river.

Slant of sun gilding the glade,
above the ruins of farms, the tumbled-down walls,
ravens caught up in their crosswind tangles
not knowing we were here at all.

Present in the margins, in the shadows of mountains,
the black path of a prince masked in lichen,
and in the pale lucent jade of this fading light,
clouds sour, intermilk, and spoil—the sky silver-grey silk.

18 19 Paul atten Ash



The Old Way

A buzzard swoops as close as breath, 
wingtips whisper a roost nearby, 
two lime-green butterflies flit 
between ramson and herb robert
marbled in the sun; 

yellow from the cowslip field
the dog rolls in the dandelions, 
 piss-a-bed, we children said,
like that would stop us picking them
and blowing time away. 

We found this drove way years ago
in winter, when the branches arched
a tunnel overhead, and snow
had carpeted a path invisible 
until then.

White windflower stars, proud 
proclamation of a purple orchid,
moss a prehistoric sea of green
pierced by witches’ thimbles, trembling
violet blue.

Two years ago you said 
the canopy of the wood was lifting, 
opening, letting in the light. 
I couldn’t see it then and I doubted you;
I see it now.

the green

the green. is an hour. an awning. 
of rustling. leaves. in the breeze. 

a falling. of tiny. green spiders. 
a hiding. of still-green strawberries. 

the green. extends upwards.  
above the mass. of sycamore branches. 

above the swifts. and whatever they eat. 
above the moon. rising. above Attermire. 

the green. as seen. from above. 
is a shrug. of green shoulder. 

a swathe. of green pasture. 
a wall. of grey weather. 

and down. on the level. 
gunnera. obscuring the seam. 

between. field and stream. 
now. and all the green after. 

20 21Diana Cant J R Carpenter



Seahenge

In 1998 a Bronze Age timber circle was exposed on Holme Beach in North Norfolk, one of 
the fastest eroding coastlines in the country. 
 

Holme beach             stripped bare by wind’s teeth

tide peeled back in storm surge

Holme beach             as             reclining nude

through cubist eye

dune breasts               slumped            sand limbs             splayed

from her stomach grows             an oak

upside-down             all wrong

roots                      re e e e a a ch             for churning sky

aching wood           old           as beach’s bones

ring of posts circle           the stump           like

carollers around           a Christmas tree

before men in wellies come to

heave and haul timbers           to their glass case

racing          tide that’s creeping   up   and   up   in     and   in

there’s a moment where

tree creaks awake

new fronds grow              from upturned roots

Holme beach             sighs             blows sea             back

w a a a ay         back         land         s t r e t c h e s   out   like   morning cat

dunes sag            soften        become

meadow        marsh        forest

bristling cloak of green        draped over

Holme’s shoulders like        weighted blanket

buildings vanish        roads        disappear

blinking        electric        eye        lights        close.tight.ssshut.

belly growl of outboard engines         *silenced*

listen

now

only

wind’s teeth       wolfsong

tree prayers       sea psalm

cra!ck of       flint

in       history’s       fist.

22 23 Genevieve Carver



Lane

Width of one car, 
our car, 
swallowing grass 

that thrives in a strip 
at its centre 
and from verges 

a lean of wild heads
leading us, 
rare callers 

around each blind 
bend, this twisting aisle
with its utter lack 

of sign, or streetlight 
or markings 
yet is valid track, 

ditch-edged, meandering, 
tunnels of high 
branches bending, 

then out into 
fields, kite diving
bright golden 

pages, hare 
skittish, our eye 
back to route, 

meadow-spill 
winding 
could be lost, 

but these are
verdant ghosts 
guiding, 

look up, daughter, 
a mistake 
to love this later. 

24 25 Rebecca Goss



Harbour, at Aberdyfi

It’s October, and water helps the trees change their sugars.
The rain paints the road and each beech leaf shines
inside its transparent envelope.
The route smuggles past coves and outposts
before dropping into what was once
shipbuilding.
Each time, my heart flies into my throat
seeing emeralds mixed with milk;
the Atlantic come back from Persia.
The river opens.

Saline washes out of the lobster pots, stacked.
High tide frisks under the jetty, the bell rings

for submerged kingdoms.

The freshwater and seawater, totting,
reduced incidences, visible whirlpools,

estuary blisters.

So, in an act of faith on the slippery pier:
cast out, cast out—

a line held with your first finger
free the reel

lever your waist,
hear (happiness racing impermanence—zizzing)

tick-tick-tick of the spinning rod
against tide-race
and once the lure is pulled,

it dives.

The river and the sea, dense against one another.
Moving, overlapping plaques, like the bark of a blue oak.

My grandmother wore a signature ring. Emerald.
Cathedral-cut.

The last fish on this tide raises its head
to gulp               the trees’ breath.

26 27 Suzanne Iuppa



Evening at Bruntingthorpe Air Base

Breaching the barricade of rusty pipe 
standing to attention in concrete blocks 
just beyond the field gate is easily done.

The day’s work is unleashed with the dog
his tail’s white tip    high and swinging
lights up the crumbling runway booby-

trapped by Charolais cowpats. Starlings
take flight at our intrusion     split again 
and again like atoms    their cloud 

spreading to trees at far ends of the field
rabbits to warrens under the hawthorn.
Bullocks bellow alarm   the herd hard-

running like families to a bunker stockpiled
with tin goods   pistols   cold war instructions
and hidden beneath brick and barbed wire barrows.

The entrance is either in the houses inherited 
from the Americans     or out here 
under the base hospital ruins 

a mountain of slabs graffitied in unsteady red 
of dick sizes   mothers to be fucked
this hideout of village boys who outgrew

the den in the hedge   their campfire circle
of fag packs and cider cans on a sheet
of corrugated iron     blackened car door

and motorcycle parts buried in the long grass.
Unable to catch any prey the dog inspects
droppings surrounding a foxhole.

28 29 Charles G. Lauder, Jr.



A Walk Across The Island

From the pier, the track lifts past the kirk
towards the valley, where an old post road
is dusty and hard as the Ridgeway in June.

There is bog cotton, primrose and heather;
there is silence but for the humming of bees,
and stillness sits deep in the day’s saddle.

A cuckoo calls from a wood beyond the Lodge
as the sun sets down its blanket on Ward Hill
and the ness is already a memory of chilled air.

This valley is a chalice of midsummer light
into which the island pours its mood,
chuckling with the beck’s hidden water.

There’s none to greet you here but sheep,
no double inks his profile onto the skyline
and raptors prey in vain for the lark’s brood.

Plant your feet and feel the hard earth 
– this view accruing force by its isolation – 
as the path’s now dirty-pig white drops

leisurely to the bay at Rackwick. Here
lie awhile on the sickle strand, resting
your head on the red-brown egg of a boulder.

In this one-sided love affair, declare nothing
but seen things, a burn’s low gargle and that breeze
from the sound cooling your path to its crossing.

Sor Brook

Turning the corner, the stream is the shock of bird song,
late January slipping between stark ash statues 
in a waltz of gurgling shadows.  I am frozen 
with the flash of a small boy skimming
pieces of ice across an afternoon 
when the sky was stripped of aeroplanes
and I had swallowed the silence of ancient oaks,
their broken fingers scratching my lungs.

I was breathless with fear of the hospital doors, 
the red screech of sparrowhawks,
whether I would ever come back to the softness 
of sheep, scattered clouds across these snowdrop fields.
The stones a circle of betrayal, monolithic knights
whispering of Shakespeare’s plague, the curse of coughs
cracking through the mud and our castle in the distance.
Battered bronze from the prison of my bed,
but here now in these Cotswolds woods, 
I am running once more into the light.

30 31Martin Malone Aoife Mannix



To the River Stour

some call you S’toor, like poor
and I thought this your proper
posher name    because mum
pronounced you that way

others called you St-our, like our
and maybe that’s your name
too as you wiggle like an idyll
on a National Trust postcard

through Essex-Suffolk flatland
a horizon punctuated with spires
dotted with telephone masts
ears pricked for a glottal stop

coppiced willows flank your banks
boaters meander as they squint
to find tributaries into Constable
gorgeous and flat and calm        but

I longed for the wide mouth
of estuaries    the way they aren’t
one thing or another their brackish
manner    part play    part threat

Stour, St-oor, St-hour, you’re a Site
of Special Scientific Pinterest
a keepnet for Nordic walkers
a cowpat for the flies of tourists

and streams of gleaming Land
Rovers    yearning for a blemish
a picture perfect     cream   tea
on an English patina, cracking

32 33 Caleb Parkin



when you are lost 

remember the muddy route 
up the mountain 
is marked by yellow posts 
lift and place your weight 
one foot steady to risk the next 
feel your muscles stretch and flex
the deep lake before you 
clouds all around so you cannot see the end
step into moss  
tiny leaves sink under your boot 
rise when you lift your foot  
find yourself with only the birds 
beside a lake rippling in the breeze  
grasses moving lightly with the wind 
the smell of rain   
the ghosts of ptarmigans fly over the ripples 
revealing how the weave of water and earth 
hold together
when you are lost remember 
you are not the centre
in your heavy boned body 
here by the lake 
you glimpse through the mist  
the birds   the water   the fish 
it is not important whether or not 
you find your way down 

In conversation with Wistman’s Wood

where venerable oaks are the size of saplings – 
after four hundred years the tallest branches 
only just brush my crown. The landscape leads me 

deep into communion with its rich tapestry of greens. 
Moss, liverworts and lichens by magic or osmosis slow 
my steps, remind my contused heart I am part of the dark soil. 

The peaty scent of earth is a doorway like the spiral 
of the Druid’s stone. The gush of the brook surging 
heavy with last night’s rainfall 

urges hidden herstory to surface. Shame floods in 
with memories of parting my legs, trading pearls 
(tender skin for self worth), something the softly-unfolding 

fronds of new fern never need to question. 
The resolve of this untamed place re-seeds 
the ground of my atoms. I thread a path through 

the tangle of bilberry and bracken back to 
firm ground – friendship with myself –
sit cradled by the bark of a Mother tree,

gnosis rising, miraculous as spring sap:
the land calls us home to ourselves, 
aches for love between all species.

Note: Wistman’s Wood is one of the highest ancient oak forests in Britain.  
It is a designated Site of Special Scientific Interest and thought to be a place  
of pre-Christian worship.

34 35Judith Shaw Nia Solomon



Walking Whirlaw 

Above the tree-line here, gritstone outcrop, bilberry, gorse, to the south white
wind turbines

spin slowly

as clouds shape-shift, sunlight glints off yellow gorse and under my feet, 
heather’s upthrust, tightly curled hair sprung back from the comb, 

propels me

towards the solitary hawthorn, wind-warped with darkening berries, knuckles 
tougher than iron,

that whispers, 

expect nothing from this moor, policed by crows, reclaimed by reeds, where dark 
bog-water swallows pack horse tracks 

and respect

the Orchan Rocks, Bridestones, Eagle Crag, Blackheath Barrow, the fault line 
conifers by Hawk’s Stones. Feel their force-field and 

let wind 

loosen your hair as dry grasses shake free seeds. Leave all untouched, except you 
may take with you 

one keepsake. 

I choose not the spent fern, nor the whitened root poking through clay but a single red 

rose hip

36 37Theresa Sowerby
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the landscape and people have had a profound influence on her life and writing. 
Her poems have been published in magazines including The Frogmore Papers, Fib 
Review and Obsessed with Pipework; she was the Featured Poet in an edition of Orbis. 
She has twice been longlisted for Primers published by Nine Arches Press, and for 
the Rialto Nature Prize, and has work in Ten Poems about Getting Older published 
by Candlestick Press. She is a printmaker and painter as well as a poet. She works as 
a psychotherapist and doing one-to-one study support with people with dyslexia, 
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autism and ADHD. Currently she is studying on the Masters in Writing Poetry run 
by the Poetry School and Newcastle University, completing in 2023.

Nia Solomon is a psychology graduate and poet. Her writing centres around the 
issues and intersection of feminism, culture and the environment. Her poetry 
recently appeared in Magma’s Anthropocene edition and the anthology Elements 
published by Fawn Press.

Theresa Sowerby has had poetry and prose published in magazines and anthologies 
and placed in several competitions, most recently the 2020 Cannon Poets’ Sonnet or 
Not in which her elegy for Seamus Heaney was placed first. She also writes plays and 
monologues which have been performed in festivals and competitions; her short 
piece, Nora’s Flood, won the 2020 Soundwork monologue award and was performed 
by Donna Preston. Theresa lectures on poetry, hosts Open Mic nights and regularly 
reviews new poetry for Orbis.
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The UK’s 46 Areas of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty are proud to partner with  

Poetry School on the Ginkgo Prize  

‘Best Poem of Landscape’.   

Landscape is a so much more than a view:  

it is the product of landform, climate,  

geology and waves and generations of 

people. Together these elements give rise 

to the species that thrive, the industries 

that grow, and the unique local heritage, 

traditions, culture and dialect.  

More than this, these places become precious 

because of our gaze, layered with meaning 

through our deep relationship with them.

  

We hope these poems inspire new visitors  

to build their own relationship with their 

nearby landscape on their own terms,  

finding joy, rest, adventure and solace 

whenever they need it.  


